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"I love love, love and love these books all 7 of them. Want more so I.T.LUCAS need to get to writing

fast... PLEASE HURRY""Best series I've read so far can't wait to the next book to come out."

"Engrossing. Enveloping. Enticing. Exciting. This is the world of the Children of the Gods by I.T.

Lucas.""I literally read this entire series in 3 days and now I'm going through character withdrawal

waiting for the next. I.T. Lucas is an amazing writer with a brilliant mind and has quickly been added

to my favorite author list.""Once in while a book or series comes along that simply won't let you put it

down and this was one of those great finds! I normally find myself skimming through characters to

get to the ones I like, but not this time! I loved every sentence of every character introduced and

simply want more!""A page turner, it's a cross between Jr. Ward's multiple points of view and deeply

emotional style and Kresley Cole's lighthearted humor and sensuality, but at the same time is a

refreshing original with a unique voice and style of its own. I'm so glad I've found this series. I'm

adding it to my exclusive shelf of all time favorites."Syssi's paranormal foresight lands her a job at

Dr. Amanda Dokani's neuroscience lab, but it fails to predict the thrilling yet terrifying turn her life will

take. Syssi has no clue that her boss is an immortal who'll drag her into a secret, millennia-old battle

over humanity's future. Nor does she realize that the professor's imposing brother is the mysterious

stranger who's been starring in her dreams.Since the dawn of human civilization, two warring

factions of near-immortals - the descendants of the gods of old - have been secretly shaping its

destiny. Leading the clandestine battle from his luxurious L.A. high-rise, Kian is surrounded by his

clan, yet alone. Descending from a single goddess, clan members are forbidden to each other. And

as the only other immortals are their hated enemies, Kian and his kin have been long resigned to a

lonely existence of fleeting trysts with human partners. That is, until his sister makes a

game-changing discovery - a mortal seeress who she believes is a dormant carrier of their genes.

Ever the realist, Kian is skeptical and refuses Amanda's plea to attempt Syssi's activation. But when

his enemies learn of the Dormant's existence, he's forced to rush her to the safety of his keep.

Inexorably drawn to Syssi, Kian wrestles with his conscience as he is tempted to explore her

budding interest in the darker shades of sensuality. Kian and Syssi's story culminates in Book 3 of

the series: Dark Stranger Immortal, and the characters embark on a new adventure in book 4: Dark

Enemy Taken.KIAN AND SYSSI'S STORY Book 1--Dark Stranger The DreamBook 2--Dark

Stranger RevealedBook 3--Dark Stranger ImmortalAMANDA'S STORYBook 4--Dark Enemy

TakenBook 5--Dark Enemy CaptiveBook 6--Dark Enemy RedeemedANDREW'S STORYBook 7--

Dark Warrior MineBook 8-- Dark Warrior's PromiseComing soon:Book 9-- Dark Warrior's Destiny
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Dark Stranger The Dream is a thrilling first book in The Children of The Gods series, and I can tell

that this series is going to be amazing. One of those that I grab a book as soon as a new one is

out.Kian is the immortal son of the last surviving goddess and the leader of his clan in the US. He is

gruff, short tempered, and the ultimate dominant alpha, but he is also selfless, honorable, totally

devoted to his family, and a total hunk. Syssi is smart, shy and soft spoken, but hides a steel

backbone. Working in a neuroscience lab, Syssi doesn't know that her boss, Dr. Amanda Dokani

(who is Kian's sister), is an immortal and is testing people with paranormal abilities to find humans

who are dormant carriers of immortal genes. Amanda suspects that Syssi is a dormant and wants

Kian to attempt her activation. He refuses because he finds seducing and deceiving Syssi

dishonorable. But when Kian meets Syssi at his sister's lab, his resistance falters, especially since

he is forced to spend time with her while rescuing her and Amanda from his enemies the Doomers.

Nevertheless, he tries to do the right thing and stay away from Syssi. Syssi feels powerful attraction

to Amanda's gorgeous brother, but is intimidated by him and his behavior is confusing her. Syssi



thinks he is way out of her league.This was such an exciting read, and not only because of the hot

romance. It was fast paced and suspenseful, and the characters read like real people with real

problems. I loved both Kian and Syssi, as well as the rest of the cast, and can't wait to find out what

happens to them in the next book in the series â€“ Dark Stranger Revealed.

I managed to stumble upon this book during on of its  free days, and since I love the Twilight Series,

this sounded like it would be right up my alley. I started reading it this morning an finished it just a

few moments ago, and pretty much have been bursting to share my opinion on this one.I was pretty

excited to see an immortal story set in LA, having just visited there recently, and it made the perfect

setting for this story. Kian and Amanda (both immortal) were fabulously developed characters, as

was Syssi (Amanda's research assistant with a gift of precognition). In this book, we follow along in

the search for a dormant, which is someone who is currently human but has the genetics to be

made immortal (I nominate myself for testing on this one haha). It's important Amanada find one,

but she can't do so without help from her brother. Meanwhile, though, he's busy trying to fight off the

doomers, who would love nothing more than to stop Amanda from activating a dormant. All I can

say is this story had EXTREMELY unique world building and a fabulous plot line, I think the

comparison of this book to Twilight ended up being a bit unfair, as this story is much more unique

than Twilight. I would love to read more of this series.

Paranormal Romances take over a HUGE part of my library. When I found this one and read the

description, I knew I had to read it. I've never read any book like it and don't think I ever will. No one

can write like I.T. Lucas!The story is set in L.A. where there are immortals who ascended from

Goddesses and Gods. We follow the story of the son of the last Goddesses who goes by the name

of Kian. His sister Amanda is tasked to find mortals with paranormal abilities who have the dormant

gene to be transformed into other immortal beings. We then meet Syssi, Amanda's assistant, who

proves to have the sought gene.Kian, to me, is a great guy. Once his sister figured out Syssi had

the gene and attempted to get her brother to seduce Syssi; he did the honorable thing and backs

away instead of using her. At the same time he is trying to keep his clan from being discovered by

their enemies, The Doomers. All the way around the story kept getting better and better.I fell in love

with these characters and didn't want to leave them after the last page. I can't wait to read the

sequel to it! Trust me, you don't want to miss out on this series!

I enjoy reading romance, but not so much if the story doesn't have much substance. With Dark



Stranger, I feel like the author has hit it on the mark for the balance between romance and the plot

itself. The plot is incredibly unique, featuring aspect from mythology the author's own imagination,

and even science. The author really built the story from the ground up, and I can only imagine the

amount of time it took her when it comes to character building! Lucas sets up a world that is both

familiar and unfamiliar: for example, while the story takes place in Los Angeles, present day, the

existence of the immortals in this world is far different from what we experience in our reality. She

manages to bring it all to life skillfully, with vivid descriptions and a backstory... while keeping the

readers engaged with a fast-moving, suspenseful plot. I've never read anything like this before, but I

must say I really enjoyed it. This series is definitely going in the right direction and this is a great

beginning!

I was happy to come across this book on one of its free days, I downloaded it and spent the whole

day reading it. I found it highly engaging, it not only kept my attention throughout the entire book but

also had me wanting more! I love the uniqueness of each character and how the author revealed

their personalities so well, really getting the reader deeply involved with each of them. Anytime an

author can get you feeling something while reading their work, you know you have found a talented

author and I.T. Lucas had my emotions all over the place throughout the entire read! Great story,

exciting characters, vivid imagery and hot romance! What more could I ask for? I can say that I

anxiously look forward to the next books in the series and more from this author all around! Highly

recommend!
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